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SHOCK-TURBULENCE INTERACTION AND THE
By H. S. RIBNER
GENERATION OF NdISE 1
suMMARY
The inz%action of a cwnvectedji+Ai of turbulerux with a
shock wave hus been anulyzed to @ the nwdiiied turbulence,
eruYo~ q20t@w98, and tie gawrata? dowrwtream of the
shock. This anulywk gtnwraliw the r& of Technical
Report 1164, which apply to a single spectrum componen#, to
gioe the shack-inlaz.ctian e~ect.sof a complete turbuknce jiei?d.
The previous report ~olved the basic gas-dynamic problem,
and thepresentreportha add%?thenecemaryspedrum ana.lymk.
Form+ for qxctra and con-elutti have been obtuirwd
and numerical cdhuhthrw have been cad out to yield
curves of root-mean-square veihity components, temperature,
pressure, und tie in decibels agaiti Mach number for the
Mach numberrangeof 1 to w; bothi.sotropicand stronglyaAym-
metn”c (laleral perturbations/longitwAna.Jperturbalti =36/1)
initial turbulence have been tmak?. It was found W <n
either ca.w initial turbulence with a Lmgzlwdinu.1component
of 0.1 percent of stream veibity would @Al a tie pressure
level of about lfiO decibei%;the valweof Wend componen$hud
relatively li.ttl.e ffect.
The present rewJts are applicable quantitatively to @w in
dw or chunnds conluining rwmwdshocks; they are prewnned
to provide a qudilutive guide to h gtmerationof noise by tlw
shock structurein a supersonic free jt%
INTRODUCTION
Tho propuhion of aircraft by means of jets gives rise to
intense. noise as an unfortunate byproduct. Programs of
noise abatement are under way, but at present they are
hugely ompiricnl: even with the general @ide provided
by Lighthill’s theory (ref. 1), the understanding of the
mechanisms of noise generation is fm tim complete. It
appems from both experimental and theoretical evidence,
however, that the interaction of turbulence with shock waves
must often play a part. On the theoretical side, the genera-
tion of noise by such interaction is pointed out independently
in references 2 and 3. The shock-turbulence interaction
was found to produce, in addition to the noise, an entropy
‘(spottiness” aft of the shock (manifested a-sa temperature
cmd densi~ spottiness at constant prwwre, ref. 2).
Turbulence, entropy spottiness, and noise (prewme
fluctuations) are examples of the three fundamen~ modes
of end disturbance perturbation of a gas (refs. 4 and 5):
more specifically, the categories are vorticity mode, entropy
mode, and sound mode. The vorticity mode (turbulence)
and the entropy mode are essentkill-y %wzon” patterns
(to use lKov&~~ay’s tam) that are co~vected by &e main
flow; the sound mode, however, consists of waves that pro-
pagate in various directions in addition to being convected.
To the first,order in the perturbation velocity, there is no
tendency for the modes to interact or for an isolated mode
to spontaneously generate one of the other modw (ref. 5).
(The weak transference of turbulence into noise described
by the Lighthill theory is a higherarder eilect (ref. l).)
The presence of a shock wave, however, providoa a mecha-
nism for a very strong transference: thus, when any one of
the three modes-turbulence, entropy spottiness, or noise-
encounters a shock, the interaction will give rise to all three
modes, in comparable strength, downstream of the shock
(refs. 2,4, and 6).
The fit of these cases, shock-turbulence interaction, has
been investigated at the NACA Lewis laboratory as an
outgrowth of reference 2 and is reported herein. The anal-
ysis of the earlier paper was concerned with a single spec-
trum wave of a turbulent field and was primarily a study
in gas dynamics. The present paper reformulates the re-
sults and incorporates them in a spectral amdysis; from the
analysis come the quantitative efFectsof the interaction of a
convected homogeneous field of turbulence with an &ended
plane shock front. (Some results of this work are reported
in abbreviated form in refs. 7 and 8.) The perturbation
velocity, pressure, temperatur~, and densi~ distributions
behind the shock are described in terms of formulas for
their spectra, correlations, and mean-square values; these
are separated into the respective contributions of turbulence,
entropy spottiness, and noise.
Numerical calculations are presented for the root-mean-
square vahws of the pressure (noise) and components of the
temperature and velocity perturbations for the Mach num-
ber range of 1 to w; one set of calculations refers to iso-
tropic initial turbulence, another set to strongly axisymmetric
initial turbulence (lateral perturbations/longitudinal pertur-
bations = 36/1). The noise pressure level is also presented
on an acoustic scale for several levels of initial turbulence.
SHOCK INTERACTION OF SINGLE SHEAR WAVE
QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION
According to the l?onrier integral theorem, a turbuhmt
velocity field can be represented as a superposition or spec-
trum of elementary waves A single spectrum wave can be
interpreted physically as a plane sinusoidal wave of shw-
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ing motion (e. g., ref. 9); a portion of such a wave is shown
in perspective in sketch (a):
{~
(8) ~ave of shearing motion.
A similar wave encountering a shock is shown schematically
in sketoh (b),
u—
Skck
(b) Convecnon of shear wave through shook: original unsteady-flow
problem.
the wave and the shock being viewed “edge+n.” The
wave-shock interaction is analyzed in reference 2, and
what follows first is a brief physical account of the main
results. The wave is supposed to be convected downstream
by the mainstream with veloci@ U.. so that it passes through
the shock. The passage is ‘evidentIy an unsteady process,
since the intercepts of the incIined line9-the planes of
constant phase or wave hnts-move downward aIong the
shock; it can be shown that a sinusoidal disturbance ripple
will move along the shock with the same speed V.
The unsteady-flow problem may be treated directly (ref.
4), or it may be converted to an equivalent steady-flow
problem by superposing an upward velocity V (ref. 2).
The conversion is illustrated in sketch (c):
SE&
entrow
(o) Transformation to steady-flow problem by superposition of
velocity v.
The orosa veloci~ V therein has been chosen so that the
resultant stream velocity is parallel to the wave fronts in
the shear wave; the observer then sees what appears to bo
a steady sinusoidal shear flow passing through an oblique
shock. This may be called the equivalent oblique shook.
(Addition of the upward velocity V is, of course, equivalent
to transforming to a moving frame of reference.)
Downstrewn of the shock, the resultant stream flow is
deflected according to the laws for oblique shocks; tho stream-
lines are the upper lines in the sketch. The vorticity of tho
initial shear wave is convected along them strearnlinea
together with the additional vorticity generated by the
shock. The net result is a refracted, amplified shear wave
dined with these streamlines. The angle of refraction is
just the angle of flow deflection of the oblique shock.
Superposed on the refracted shenr wave is an mtropy
wave of the same inclination and -wave length. This wavo
arises horn the convection of entropy perturbations gener-
ated at the shock, precisely as the shear wave results from
the convection of vorticity. The entropy wave is manifested
physically as a spatial variation of temperature and density
at constant pressure, by virtue of the equation of state.
The nonuniform velooity in the shear flow results in a
nonuniform pressure jump across the shock. The ultimate
eilect is that the shock front develops ripples, modifying
the pressure variations, and the resultant pressure variations
propagate downstream as a plane sinusoidal wave (lowor
lines in sketch (c)).
The character of this wave depends on whether tho
resultant velocity W behind the equivalent oblique shock is
subsonic or supersonic; this in turn depends on tho initial
wave inclination through V. When W is superaonio, tho
pressure wave is a plane sinusoidal sound wave; it appears
as a stationary Mach wave pattern in the steady-flow refer-
ence frame. When W is subsonic, it maybe shown that the
pressure wave, while still plane, is not a simple sound wave,
but rather attenuates exponentially with distance down-
stream of the shock; the resultant disturbance velocity is
not normal to the wave front, and the wave propagates
relative to the surrounding fluid at less than sonio speed,
QUANTITATIVE DISCUSSION
Elementary wave.—Thus far the wavea have been dis-
cussed only qualitatively. Elementary spectrum waves of
this sort may be expressed quantitatively in the form
da=dZ.e~ (1)
(AUsymbols are defined in appendix A.) The wave-number
vector ~ is directed normal to the wave fronts and its magni-
tude equals 2r/wave length. The wave amplitude is given
by the complex quantity dZti. When a stands for tempcm-
ture, pressure, density, or entropy, these are simple soalm
waves. When a stands for the components u, v, w of the
veloci~, these are vector waves; two cases may then bo
distinguished: the waves are either irrotational and com-
pressible (sound waves) or rotational and incompressible
(vorticity waves). (See, e. g., ref. 10.) In the tit oa9e
the irrotationality condition curl g=O requires that tho
veloci@ g and wave vector k be parallel (u, v, w proportional
to kl, lc~,lc~,respectively); the sound wavea are thus longi-
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huclinal. In the second case the incompressibility condition
div s=0 requires that the velocity g and the -wavevector &
be perpendicular; that is,
k,u+bv+k8w=0 (2)
Thus, the vorticity waves are transverse and have the
chnraoter of a shearing motion (see sketch (a)); in the dis-
cussion they have been referred to es “shear waves.”
Geometric reexamination of prior results,-The shock-
internction process for rLsingle shear wave is given quanti-
tatively in reference 2, but the results are formulated in two
dimensions. It will be necessary to reexamine the problem
geometrically in order that the results may be reexpressed
in three dimensions.
A perspective view of the initial shear wave in the new
xl, u, c%-coordinatesystem is shown in figure 1. The portion
of the shear wave shown is on the downstream side of the
shock front, which is identified with the w, ~-plane. A plane
passed through the zl-axis perpendicular to the wave fronts
cuts the shock in the line Or. At a given instant of time
this z,, r-plane corresponds precisely to what is called the
z, y-plane in reference 2. The angle P of the Zl, r-plane with
the horizontal is then the third coordinate in a system of
cylindrical coordinates.
In reference 2 the time was eliminated from the equations
by employing a frame of reference movkg with a velooity V
downward along the shock front, the so-called steady-flow
frame of reference. In the present paper all results refer
to a definite instant of time, t=O. Thus, motion of the
referenae frame plays no part, end the results of the earlier
paper carry over to the present coordinate system on simply
Stmck plane
.
FIGURE l.—Perapeotive view of shear wave in relation h reference
frame.
r
\ \
‘\
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Fmmm 2.—Projedive view of shear wave in rdation ta referenae frame.
replacing z,y by zl,r, respectively. The results of the
transformation are given in the following sections with the
disturbances reexpressed in nondimensional form according
to the scheme
u, v, w=components of veloci~ perturbation/critical speed
of sound a*
p=presmre perturbation/mean static pressure
p=density perturbation/mean density
T=tamperwh.re perturbation/mean temperature
In addition, there are other minor respects in which the
notatio~ has been modified from that of refarence 2; for
example, the waves are expressed in complm form.
Initial shear wave (.w initial turbulence) .—At time t= 0,
the velocity field of the initial shear wave is, in cylindrical
coordinate,
du=dz.e~~
dvr=dzre~~ 1 (3)dvv=dz~~~
where du is parallel to Z1(longitudinal direction), do,is parallel
to r, and dv~is perpendicular to r and xl, in the direction of
increasing q (see figs. 1 and 2). The wave-number vec-
tor 1 lies in the zI, r-plane, making an angle o with the r-
axis.
ReiYaoted shear-entropy wave (Nlinal tmbulence and
entiopy spottiness).—The velocity field of the refracted
shear wave (fig. 3) is
du!=&~eW% dZ;=X dZ% ,
dv~=dZ~e~+ dZ:=Y oLZ,1 (4)dv~=dz~e~’~ (fz;=clz,
at time t= O,where&is the new-wave-number vector, making
an angle e’with the r-d. The radial components of &
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and & are equal (IcJ=k,), and the further dependence of
~ on & is expressed through the dependence of # on 0.
Sunilarly, the complex amplification factors X and Y de-
pend on ~ in terms of & Expressions for X, Y, and 0’ are
given in appendix A.
The perturbation pressure dp’ will be zero because this is
again a shear wave, free of accelerations. The temperature
perturbation associated with the companion entropy wave
(fig. 3) wiU be
d#=~>@z ti:=l’ dZ= (a
With p’=0 (to the fit order), the dimensionless density
perturbation p’ will be just the negative of the dimensionless
temperature perturbation T’, according to the linearized
equation of state. The form of the function ~ is given in
appendix A.
Aside horn the change in wave inclination, the description
of the refracted shear-entropy tiave in terms of the initial
shear wave depends entirely on the ampli.ikation factors X
and Y and the function T. Such functions play a role
sirnik to the %ansfer functions” of the theory of servo-
mechanisms (ref. 11), and it appears appropriate to carry
the name over to the present field.
Generated sound wave (~ noise field),-The shear-entropy
wave downstream of the shock is accompanied by a plane
irrotational pressure wave (sound wave) of difFerent in-
clination (see fig. 3). For small inclinations o of the initial
shear wave, this pressurewave attenuates exponentially with
distance from the shock; for inclinations greater than a
certain critical value 0., (see appendix A), the pressure wave
is unattenuated. The critical wave inclination &~ corre-
sponds to the attainment of sonic speed in the mean flow
behind the “equivalent oblique shock” referred to in the
qualitative discussion.
The velocity field can be represented in the form
(i@=xdzu
@=T d.z. 1 (6)dz:=o
vector, making an angle 0“
with ti; r-axis; again the radial compormnt m~tches t~at of
~; namely, k~=k,. The sound-wave ang16 O“ and the
transfer functions x and T’ are specified functions of the
shear-wave angle O; moreover, for OS 6<0=, x and T are
functions of Zl, showing am exponential decay to zero as
z@ @ .
The pressure perturbation may be written
dp” =dz~e~”~ ~=P dZz (7)
where P=P(zJ is a transfer function defined in appendix A;
like x and T, P decays exponautially with z for OS 0<0.,.
The corresponding density and temperature perturbations
are proportional to p“; they may be obtained from the
isentropic property of the sound wave as p“ =p’’/-y and
T’ ‘=p” (y— I)/y.
Transformation to Cartesiaa coordinates,-Expressions
for the velocity field in Cartesian coordinates will b; needed.
The transformation from cylindrical coordinate is effected
by means of the relations
dZu=dZ, COS p–dzp sin p
dzw=dz, sin q+dzp COS q }
(8)
where primes (~ refracted shear wave) or double primes
(= sound wave) maybe inserted throughout aa needed.
The transformation results in -
&i,:
{
da=dz.e~-~, w-herea=U, v, w
}
Final
Shear
dd=d.z~e~’.~, where the values of dZA
for a=u, v, w are, respectively,
dz:=xdzw
[
dZ;=YdZ, COS~–dZ, sin(o
dz:=Ydzr sinp+dzp Cosp
[
da”=dZ~e~”~, where the values of dZZ
for a=U, v, w are, respectively,
&md d.z:=X (izX
~=T dZ, COS p
dZ:=T dZ, sin ~
SPECTRALANALYSISOF RANDOMFIELDS
(9)
(lo)
(11)
The foregoing relations will be fitted later into a spoctml
analysis of the fields of turbulence and noise. Appropriate
analytical techniques can be found in the spectral theory
of random functions; suitable developments of this sort are
given by, for example, Moyal (ref. 10) and Batchelor (rof.
12) for spatially homogeneous fields. The first part of tho
present section will be devoted to an interpretation (with
some liberties) of relevant parts of the two papera; the latter
part will be devoted to developments for inhomogeneous
fields and for correlations of a two-dimensional field with
a three-dimensional field.
Fb—
-“
~
I
( )
MM *r
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FIffmm 3.—Interaotion of shear wave with shook: view in zj, r-pkum,
.SHOCK-’IIXRBUIJ3NCE INTERACTION
HOMOCi~EOUS FIELDS
Amplitude speotra,-(lmsider a three-dimensional field
of small disturbance (e. g., turbulence or noise) of unlimited
extent. L& this field be homogeneous in the sense that the
statistical properties do not vary from point to point. The
instantaneous spatial distribution of any physical quanti~ a
can then be represented mathematically by a Fourier integral
in the Stieltjea form (refs. IO and 12)
J
a@= e@%iZa@
where the tiple integral goes from — a
ponent of ~= (iiI, k,, ks).
If equation (12) is written in the form
Sa= &(@
then, by comparison with equation (l), da can be identified
with what haa been called an elementary spectrum wave.
The Fourier integral is thus to be interpreted as a superpo-
sition of infinitely many of such plane waves. In the inta-
gml the components of & take on all values; it follows born
the significance of ~ as a wave-number vector that all wave
inclinations and wave lengths appear. An aggregati of vor-
ticity waves with a suitable distribution of amplitude among
the various wave lengths and inclinations can represent a
turbulent field (ref. 13). Similarly, an aggregate of sound
wavea suitably distributed can represent a random noise
field (ref. 10). Finally, an aggregate of the scalar entropy
waves can represent a random field of entropy spottiness.
A combination of these three basic types of dieturbance-
entropy spottiness, turbulence, and noise-constitutes the
most general random small-disturbance field that may exist
in a gas (refs. 4 and 5).
Correlations,~Let a be measured at some point P and ~
at some point P a vector distance ,f from P; then the space
average of the product ap as $ and P vary but their vector
separation ~ is held fixed maybe defined as the space-average
correlation ~(f). Alternatively, the disturbance field may
be considered to be just one of a large number, or ensemble,
of statistically similar fields (e. g., the flow fields of a great
many “identical” wind tunnelsAoperated simultaneously);
tho average of a/3, with P and P fixed, over all membem of
the group, is the ensemble-average correlation. The equa-
tions that follow, from the theory of random functions, refer
solely to ensemble averages, but space averages are desired
in pmcticil applications. The ergodic hypothesis of proba-
bility theory equates the space average to the ensemble
average provided that, at any instant, the disturbance fields
a and ~ are stationary random functions of position; that is,
tho disturbance fields are spatially homogeneous.
In what follows, the term “crow-correlation” will be ap-
plied for a #/3, the term “self-correlation,” or simply
‘~correlation,” for a=~.
Correlation and power spectra.-The cross-correlation
a~ (~) (like a or ~, individually: see eq. (12)) may be ex-
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prewed by means of the Fourier integral as a spmtrum of
plane sine waves:
s
@J= e%”:[a/l]@ (13)
where [a~] is a function of ~, and d~ is an abbreviation for
dk,dk&s. The differential e~”~[af?]@ may be regarded as
the contribution to the correlation made by spectrum com-
ponents with wave number between k and &+d& The
function [@] is called the “spectral den&g” when a=~, the
“cross-spectral densit@’ when a#@ (ref. 11). The array of
nine spectral densities sign.iiiedby [@] when a and /3 are
limited to mean u, o, or w is the “spectral tensor” of the
velocity field and is commonly written as I’ij of @u. (The
corresponding array of the nine velocity correlations a~ @
is the “correlation tensor,” commonly written as l?u@J.)
Equation (13) includes as a special case the self-correlation
or mean-square relation
J
7= [aa]0%, where t=fi (14)
If a were a veloti~ component (say u), then ~ would be
twice the space-average kinetic energy per unit ma= associ-
ated with u. The spectral density [aa] is in this case ~
energy density (per unit mass, per unit wave number). For
similarreasons, where spectra of the kind defined by equation
(14) have occurred in physics (e. g., in the harmonic analysis
of radio noise), they have generally been called energy,
intensi~, or power spectra.
Correlation speotrum in terms of amplitude spedra.—
The rather analogous forms of equations (12) and (13) are
of interest. Equation (12) expresses the spectrum of the
amplitude of the fluctuating quantity a; this may be termed
an amplitude spectrum. Equation (13) exprcs-scs the
spectrum of the correlation of a with P; this has been termed
a correlation spectrum. The complex magnitude dZJkJ of
the amplitude spectrum fluctuates in an apparently random
manner = ~ is varied (refs. 10 and 12). The magnitude
[a~]@ of the correlation spectrum, on the other hand, varies
smoothly with ~ since the correlation is a smoothed or
averaged quantity (ref. 12). The amplitude spectrum gives
no direct information concerning averaged (i. e., statistical)
propertiw of the disturbance field, whereas the correlation
spectrum leads directly to expressions for correlations and
mean-square valuea (see eqs. (3) and (4)). One-dimensional
spectra and scalea of turbulence can also be determined
(e. g., ref. 14).
It would be desirable to formulate the shock-turbulence
interaction problem directly in terms of correlation spectra,
but formidable ditliculties stand in the way. It has been
simpler to start with the shock interaction of a single shear
wave, which deals with amplitude spectra, and to infer from
this the changes in the correlation spectra. The whole
procedure depends on the following relation (refs. 10 and 12)
which connects the two kinds of spectra, namely,
[a/3]~=dZ%(kJdZ@ (15)
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where dZ(kJ is associated with the wave-number range
between & and &+dkk and the bar repreaenti the ensemble
average. This relation is fundamental to the spectrum
analysis of the premnt paper. Its significance is this: the
single-wave analysis (summmized in an ed.ier section) pro-
vided the change in amplitude of an individual spectrum
wave in the form dZ=ddZ~, say, and similarly, dZ~dZ~;
equation (15)provides the means for determining therefrom
the corresponding change in the spectial densi~ [a~]a[.’~’].
INEOMOCiENEOUS FIELDS
The spectral representation of a spatially homogeneous
random field is given by equation (12):
J
a@= e%iZ.(&)
A corresponding possible representation of an inhomoganeous
field is
where dZ. now depends on position; the sound field behind
the shock is of this character. The following spectral
analysis of such inhomogeneous fields is a development of
Moyrd’s treatment of homogeneous fields (ref. 10).
Let a@ and ~@’) be inhomogeneous fields
J
a@= e-i%izz (&J (17)
where equation (17) is an alternate form of equation (16).
The correlation of a and p for iixed positions & and &’, re-
spectively, can be formed by taking the ensemble average
of their product:
The operations of integration and averaging commute, so the
averaging bar may be regarded as placed over the dz’s alone
on the right side.
Equation (19) could immediately be simplified if the fields
a@ and /3(<) were homogeneous; in that case the important
relation
(l!zg@dzfl (&l=[cdwk’w--ti (20)
where
would hold (ref. 10), according to the spectral theory of
random functions. The simplification can still be achieved
by replacing the inhomogeneous fields by “equivalent”
homogeneous fields that match, respectively, at the points
& and ~. This is accomplished by freezing dZ%(~xJ in
equation (17)at the value d..%(@J while allowing g to vrwy
in the exponential, and correspondingly freezing dZ~ in
equation (18).
When applied to the so-defined equivalent hoxnogmeous
fields, equation (20) reads
dz%@&z~(&’,&q=[Q]@dg6(g-~ (21)
where the - over [a~] signiihs the functional dependence on
&and ~. Upon substitution into equation (19) and integra-
tion over ~ there results, with ~=&—&
The spectral density ~] can be evaluated
equation (21)over &:
(22)
by integrating
(23)
where the integral prcper~ of the &function,
J
:. f@)~@’-wk’=f @
has been used, with ~@’) an arbitrary function.
Equations (22) and (23) for inhomogeneous fields aro of the
same form as their counterparts, equations (13) and (16),
respectively, for homogeneous fields. In the homogeneous
case the dZ’s are functions of position, and equation (23)
replies a corresponding dependence of [a~] on position.
Moreover, the correlation a@ p@) depends on 2 and ~’
iseparately as well as on their separation ~.
CORRELATION OF TWO-DIMRNSIONAL FIELD WITH THREB-
DIMRNSIONAL FIELD
The local perturbations of the shock face from tho mum
(d, @ plane ~~titute a homogeneous tw’o-dimemionQ
field of the general form
J
B(4;, 4, z3= e’(w+p” dW& k;) (24)
where d has been iixed at the value ~. It may be desired
to correlate such a field locally with a three-dimensiomd fi&l
(e. g., the turbulent velocity field). To this end, equation
(M) is rewritten in the form
[
p(gg=~e’~’.~’ e-% dW~ti, lc~)
1
No-iv, if d in e-f~~ is fixed at the value i$~jfl will be general-
ized to a three-dimensional field (elementary wove number
&) that matches the original two-dimensional field in its
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plane of definition Zl=$l. This “equivalent” field may be
written
P@)=Se~’.=’ dZ&.&)
where
}
(25)
dZfl(&)=e-wA dW6(& ka
Equation (26) is of the form of a three-dimensional homo-
geneous field and may be used in place of (24) in equations
(13) and (15) to provide the correlation of 8 with any three-
dimeneional homogeneous field in the common plane $1=&.
SHOCK INTERACTIONOF SPECTRUMOF SHEAR ~AVES
(TURBULENCE)
The interaction of a single shear wave with a shock has
bermdiscussedin detail. With this as the basis, the statistical
behavior of a spectrum of shear waves representing turbu-
lence will now be derived; the procedure will make use of
tho spectral-analysis relations of the last section. The
problem is formulated as follows: given the spectra (and
hence correlations and mean-square values) associated with
the turbulence convected into the shock, to calculate there-
from the spectra, correlations, and mom-square values
associated with the turbulence, entropy spottimw, and
noise in the flow downstream of the shock.
DIAGONAL TERMS OF VELOCITY SPE~RUM TENSOR
The respective spectrum tensors for the turbulence and
noise downstream of the shock each consist of nine elements;
of these the three diagonal terms are most important since
they led to the mean squarea of the velocity components.
The relatively simple derivation of the first diagonal term
and the sum of the second and third will be carried out in
the present section. The derivation of the complete tensor
is carried out in appendix B by a more formal procedure.
Turbulence field.-The shock interaction effects have
been expressedin terms of relations between wave amplitudes
on opposite sides of the shock (eqs. (9) and (10)). Cor-
rmponding relations between spectral densities (elements)
on the two sides can be obtained by use of equation (15).
Somo preknkmy maniptiation is required; thus muhiply
both sides of equations (10) by their complex conjugates,
and add the last two; there results
dZ:*dZ~= lX12dZtiZ. (26)
dZ%l.Z:+dZL*dZm= lY[’d.z,~+dz$$G (27)
But by geometmy(fig. 2),
LZ,=O?ZUtan O
dzf=dz: tan O
and also, by the coordinab trandormation (8),
dZ$dZ,+@iZp=dZ?dZ,+ dZ*&w
Thus, equation (27) becomes
dZJ*M,+dZ~*dZ~= (lY[’-l) tan’ o d2%lZa+d2dZ,+dZWZa
(28)
Application of equation (M) yields
[u’u’] fi%y=[xp [tnc]@
{ [u’u’]+[10’w’J}d&=(lY12-1) tan’o [ml d!+{ [d+[mj}dk }
(29)
These are the desired expressions relating diagonal elements
of the spectrwn tensors of the turbulence on opposite sides
of the shock.
Noise ileld.-ll operations similar to those of the last
section are applied to equations (11), there results
[u’’u’qd&’’=]x[’ [uU]@
}
(30)
{[U’’o’’l+[w”lw”l } (&’’= pptde[w]u
These equations relate the diagonal elements of the spectrum
tensor of the noise generated behind the shock to the longi-
tudinal spectral density of the initial turbulence ahead of
the shock.2
MEAN-SQUAEE VELOQTY COMPON~
!hrbulenoe field,-The mean-square velocity components
follow directly from integration of the spectral density (see
eq. (14)). Integration of both sides of equations (29) yields
72=u
J
l-mu~l d!
J }
(31)
7+7<+7+ (JYl~-1) tar? e[lm]~
Thus, the mean-quare velocity components behind the
shock (primed values) are given in tams of those ahead of
the shock, the single-wave transfer functions X and Y, and
the longitudinal spectral denei@ [w] of the initial turbulence.
Note that X and Y are functions of & in terms of o (see
appendix A).
Noise fleld,+lmilarly, integration of equations (30)
yields the mean+quare velocity components in the noise
field:
m=u
J
1X1’[uU]@
J }
(32)
~+~= [l’!’ tan’ O[uu]@
Here again, x and T are functions of k in terms of 0.
: Dlmvtexpressionsfortbespeotrodownstremnoftheshoe.kmaY k ddrd, free of the unequal volume eko&QtY~, ~, or d~. TbLsmaybe effeatdkneq. (29) bydlvkUog kmthsid=
by dg: kben(sbm d&fs ehortlmndfordhdhdh, endskmmrIY for J+’) me mtio WE mw W kILtLWPre~~ tie J-b~ (=Y W for ‘e --tin from L to l’. Uw e@na~Onl
J’-+
Slmkhriy, hi oq. (24I)dlvfde by d~ andInterpretdg<F’ w theJncnblen(my7) ferthetmneformaklanfmm~ top. Uponoveltmtlan
~,ti o&6J’ w— —
mcusze -’w’
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MEAN-SQUARE PRESSURE
The first-order pressure field is aeaociated solely with the
noise field: the pressure field associated with the turbulence
is of the second order in veloci@- and may be neglected in
comparison? The spectral density of the noise pressure
can be related to the spectral density of the longitudinal
velocity in the initial turbulence; the relation is obtained by
multiplying both sides of the second of equations (7) by
their complex conjugates, averaging, and applying equation
(15)toeach side:
~“p’qd~’=lPl’[uu]@
The integration of both sides of equation
mean-square pressure in the noise field as
J==pp[uu]@P
(33)
(33) yields the
(34)
NEAN-SQUARE TEBIPERATUEE
The temperature perturbations in the noise field, because
of the imntropic relation, are equal to (7—1)/7 times the
pressure perturbations; thus, the relations corresponding to
equations (33) and (34) may be written down at once.
The temperatureperturbations associated with the entropy
spottiness behind the shock require a separate analysis.
The spectral density of the temperature perturbations can
be evaluated by operating on equation (5) in the now-
familiar manner (see remarks preceding eq. (33)); the remdt
is
[#7qd&=lz’1’[?m]d& (35)
The integral relation obtained from equation (35) is
s
7= p’p[w]~ (36)
This equation evaluates, for the region behind the shock,
that part of the mean-square temperature spottiness asso-
ciated with the entropy spottiness.
BZEAN-SQU.AJ2EDENSITY
It is unnecessary to write down special expressions for the
density field: the respective contributions of entropy spotti-
ness and noise to the density perturbations are related to
the corresponding temperature and pressure perturbations
by p’= –T’ and P“JY, according to the small-perturbation
form of the equation of state.
CORRELATIONS NOT JOINTLY INVOLVING TURBULENCE AND NOIEE
Attempts at simpliiieation.-ll the spectral density
[c@](k) is ~o~, the Corrwonding t~~wint ~rr~ation
4($) can, in principle, be obtained by means of equation
(13). In thisfashion, for exanmle, the longitudimd velocity
cor&lation in the turbulence “be’&d
expressed, with use of equation (29), as
the shock may be
(37)
‘J lX]2[’Uu]#t)J/dC,._ (38)
(See footnote 2, p. 7, for significance of J’.)
Either of the forms (37) or (38) may prove mvkward
because of the admixture of ~ and ~’ in the integrand (e, g,,
[UU]is ordinarily most simply expressed as a function of kJ,
However, it is possible to find a fixed vector ~ that satisfies
the relation k’.$’=lc. t; this gives the more convenicmt
relation - - --
where &=m&, &=& ~=~. In all the self- or CrOSS-
correlations involving properties of the turbulence and
entropy spottinw behind the shock, whether they be
velocity components, temperature, density, or entropy, the
transformation k’.f’=~.f can be made to simplify the
exponential.
The physical interpretation of the relation between ~ and
~ is this: if two fluid particles upstream of the shock are a
vector distance $ apart, after convection through the shock
they will be a vector distanm ~’ apart. I?ut another way, a
“box” of turbulent fluid of edges &, &, & will be compressed
on passing through the shock and will emerge downstream as
a shorter box of edges ~, ~, & Therefore, equation (39) in
effect expresses correlations in the space downstream of the
shock in terms of equivalent correlations in a stretched space
upstream of the shock.
The analog of equation (37) for the correlations of proper-
ties of the noise field involves ~’.~’ in the exponential,
rather than &’.&. Here no great simplification rLppenrsto
be possible in general:4 there exists no jized vector [ that
satisfies the relation &“&’ =&~. This lack reflects the
nature of the transformat~on from ~ to ~”: the respeotivo
components of the two vectors are not in fied proportions,
but instead vary with’ tie inclination of & The particular
coordinate compression &~ that works for the turbulent
field (it expresses the change in dimensions of a fluid “box”
convected through the shock) will not work for the noise
field. An exception occurs when ~’ is chosen parallel to the
shock plane (radial direction, xl= O). Then &“.&’ =k~’~”,
and since ~’=kr, it follows that for this case Et .~f =~.~’.
The integral for a particular correlation simplifies con-
siderably when ~ (or ~, or ~“) is taken in the direction of ono
I Tbe M PMSSUMfiddms@ated with tmbnh% althongb weak by amdynemb sbmdmb IIMYbe -g b -10 -M. ~ the @b*ra (e.g., h a budm byw) k
amveded @ a stathmarymluuphon%8 dzwngresponseMUh olwrvwttlMphenmnononismllod ‘lmnocbmnnd-” The nolao-tIon pmdnmdby windblowlngpnsl tbo mm h
prcsnnmbly8 sixnIlwofkd nmod8Wlwithtnrbnht sqmmtionoftheflow.
‘ 4A paltal sbnpMmtkm is k“-t’’-~~+(kdt~t~..-
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of the coordinate axes, say zt. In the former case, &.$
beccmea kig; and the exponential can be replaced by cm
k&, since the imaginary sine component will integrate out.
Similarly et~”?’ can be replaced by cm k~’t”.
Oross-correlations,-The phase angles of the transfer
functions must be considered in formulating cro~rrelations.
I?or ammple, the correlation of local temperature with
longitudinal velocity in the entropy and turbulence fields
behind the shock is readily obtained as
s
7Z(0)= (Te’’T~(Xei’*)[u-u,]@
J
= TXe~@a-~)[UU]@
The integmnd, except for the exponential, is even in the
wave inclination 8; the phase angles & and & (in the notation
used) are odd in o (both properties can be inferred horn the
symmetry of the wave-refraction process with respect to 0).
Accordingly, the imaginary sine term in the exponential will
integrate out, and
s
~(o)= TX COS(&_—t@[UU]~ (40)
The corresponding relations for other crow-correlations can
be written down by analogy.
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TURBULENCE AND NOISE
Cross-correlations between the turbulence and noise fields
require rLspecial treatment, partly because of the inhomo-
geneity of the noise field, and partly because of the non-
parallelkm of the physically associated waves. In what
follows, an expression for the correlation of noise pressure
with longitudinal turbulent velocity will be darived. From
this the qualitative variation of the correlation with distanco
downstream of the shock will be inferred.
The refracted shearwave (*&) and pressurewave (*I?’)
meociated in an elementary interaction process have difbrent
inclinations (fig. 3), As a consequence, the formal applica-
tion of the relations given in the section SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS OF RANDOM FIELDS leads to diiiicuhy: the
spectral density of any correlation appems to vanish accord-
ing to equation (21). Actually, the formulas are inapplica-
ble to correlations involving mutually inclined waves; this
will be brought out clearly in the following derivation of the
applicable formuks. For simplicity the derivation will be
limited to the correlation of turbulent longitudinal velocity
u’ at point ~’ with noise prwsure p“ at point ~“; extensions
to other cases are straightforward. The derivation will fit
be carried out as though the noise field were homogeneous
(no variation of transfer function P with zJ, and then will
be adapted to toke account of the actual inhomogeneity.
The respective Fourier integrals may be written
p’@)= Je@”~d.Z&)
The correlation may be formed as the ensemble average of
the product u’p”:
u’wh’’Lti)=JJe<~”~ -E’CQm(mdZpLP) (41)
wbore the bar has been taken inside the integral, since the
operations of averaging and integration commute. Equation
(7) and the first of equations (4) maybe used to simplify
the @ght side:
d@@ZP@)=X*@P~d~@iZu@) (42)
where ~’ bears the same relation to ~ as ~“ does to & By
virtue of equation (20), equation (42) reduces further to
ti;cwu,&)=x*w@[uul fi&-@@ 4!
if the fields are homogeneous. Substitution of this relation
into equation (41) and integration over ~ result in
since the Munction eliminates all values of ~ but
(43)
~ and
sti~ly ~ V&le9 of j’ but ~“. Fimdly, the equation may
be generalized to apply to the actual inhomogeneous pressure
field, according to equation (23) and the discussion preceding
it, by writing ~ (& as P (~, z:) and using the value appro-
priate h xv.
Equation (43) is the general relation for the two-point
correlation of longitudinal turbulent velocity u’ with noise
pres9ure p“. The striking feature is the difference of the
exponential term from those in equations (13) and (22); this
constitutes an a posteriori demonstration of the inapplica-
bility of those equations.s
If the turbulent velocity and noise pressure are co ! eIated
Tlocxdly (z”=z’), the expression simplifies to ,
SillCOk;’=k;, k;’=k$. Directly at the shock, <=0 and the
right side simplifies further; the integration can readily be
carried out for isotropic turbulence, and a nonvanishing
correlation will be obtained. Behind the shock (~>0),
the exponential oscillates sinusoidilly; for a given wave
inclination the behavior is essentially like cos C%& where
O is a constant. For ~ very small, the cosine is near unity
over the signiihmt range of k (the range for which [zcu]>O).
Hence the correlation is only slightly diminkbd at small
distances behind the shock. At somewhat greater distances
the oscillatory nature of the cosine begins to be felt before
[WU]dies out, and the correlation falls off noticeably. Finally,
at very large distances, 00s Ml oscillate9 over a great
I HOWBVar,w (43) k oqulvoknt to that which would romlt from W. (13) or (’23)npcmreplacing the pramr9vwObgalcuanyoqOhklltdmrwnvapmM tithei30tufddmrmv%a9
dlwnmcllnmLS.
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many periods as k covers its important range, and the plus
and minus contributions to the integral cancel each okr;
thus at these lmge distancea behind the shock the noise-
turbulence correlation falls to zero.
INTERAC1’IONFTUEBUCB ~ ANOBLIQUESHOCK
All the foregoing analysis may be applied to an oblique
shock by treating the latter as a normal shock with a super-
posed crom-veloci~ which is to be ignored. The coordinate
system should be oriented so that the xl-axis is normal to
the oblique-shock front (on the downstream side), and the
xg- and waxes lie in the.shock front with the ~sxi.s in the
plane of the stream-velocity vector and the zl-sxis. The
component of the stream veloci@ in the q-direction is the
U velocity of the equivalent normal shock. From here on
the analysis for the normal+hock csse maybe applied.
Ordinarily the turbulence spectrum tensor wilI be deiined
(SS x:,, say) in a system ~, 4, d ~th fie z&b tied
with stream direction, and it will be necessary to transform
x:, to the new system zl, G, ~. U tie shock ~gle of the
obliaue shock is 4, the Primed ~d- ~primed wws me related
. . .
according to the follow%g scheme: -
a a n
a? m-dn iJ m-o m-cm +
< m-O rnd m-o “
< m--cm + m-o rn-Ldn #
1
where rti is the cosine of the angle between Z: and Zj.
transformation is effected by the formula
@_=~tirj&
where the repeated indices i and j are to be summed
The diagomd terms in the result are relatively simple:
%=%1 Sinv+%a cow—sin + Cos # (43+%)
@“=@&
@==EJ{l cos’#+@& Sin.v+sin + Cosi’ (4+MJ 1
The coordinate transformation whereby @j, goes
(45)
The
(46)
over.
(47)
over
into %n may be illustrated most simply by choosing @j, to
correspond to isotropic turbulence; in that case, @&has the
general form (e. g., ref. 12)
a;,=l(k’)(k’%ij-gg) (48)
Substitution into the fit of equations (47) yiekls
%l=F(k’) [(~’+k?) b’ y+(k?+ti~ ccs2t+2k% sin i COs4]
=F(k’) [I&+(lcj sin Y+k: CosY)’1 (49)
In the preceding equatiom, &, K, ~ me tie cornponenb
of the wave-number vector in the primed coordinate system;
these are related to the components kl, kg,ksk tie ~primed
system precisely as z:, M, zj me r~ated to a, % % ~ equa-
tions (45). As a consequence, equation (49) can be readily
shown ta reduce to
@lI=F(k) [%+M (50)
The cm-responding element of equation (48) is
Thus the tensor elements@ll and @~lhave the samefunctional
form, reflecting the isotropic property of invarkmce under
rotation of coordinates. This particular example of the
coordinate rotation applied to isotropic turbulence is trivial
in that the result could have been written down in rtdvanm
without recourse to the transformation equation. Nevor-
theleas, it illustrates the formal application of the trans-
formation and, in addition, serves as a check on tho first of
equations (47) in yielding the required invariance.
CALCULATIONS
Numerical calculations have been carried out for flows
in which the turbulence incident on the shock is (1) isotropic
and (2) strongly axisymmetric. An account of the iso-
tropic case follows. The more complicated axisyrnnmtric
we adds little of interest and is therefore left to appendix 0.
MZAN-SQUARB VELOCITY COMPONENTS IN TURBULENCE FIELD
The equations that jointly relate the upstream (unprimed)
and downstream (primed) mean squares are
J
2= [Uu] @ (62)
(63)
The first of these is just equation (14) with a=u; the hat two
result from substituting into equations (31) the expressions
for la’ and 1~’ from appendix A. So far the equations
have not been specialized to isotropic initial turbulence.
When the initial turbulence is isotropic (i. e., has sphericrd
symmetry), its longitudinal spectral density [UU]hna the
general form (e. g., ref. 12, eq. (3.4.12))
[uu]=k’~ (k) COS% (66)
where I’(k) is an arbitrsry function of k (F(k) will uUi-
mately cancel out in forming ratios.) It is approprinto,
then, to go over to a form of spherical polar coordinates:
k,=–k SiIl0 1
Equations (52) and (53) may now be written
(57)~ =2
J
%F (k) dk$;@sor’’COS38 de
o
Z=2 S“MF (k) dks:dqsor)zl ~lzCOS%’COSOG% (68)
o
where the factor of 2 and the limit 7r/2result from the sym-
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motry in 0. Division of equation (58)by (57)yields, since
J
XJ1
COB36de=2]3,
o
J
3 T12
~P=~ ~ Isl’ Cos’e’cos edo
In a rather similar fashion, equation. (36) yields
(s7@=Pp=: 1+ ’18
0 IS1’sh’wcos 8 d’ /
(59)
(60)
where use has been made of the initial isotropy ~=?=~,
and final axiaymmetry @=@.
The transfer function 8 in equations (59) and (60) is a
mmsure of the amplification of a single spectral component
in passing through the shock; the associated phase angle is
6, (not relevant here). S’, like the other transfer functions, is
a complicated function of 8 that does not lend itself to ana-
lytic integration. A numerical tabulation of L5’and & against
o is given in tables I (c) to (k) for the respective Mach num-
bers of 1.10,1,25, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, and co; these
tables were used in conjunction with numerical integration
to evaluate equations (57) and (58). (~ reduces to 1 for all
Oat M= 1,)
MEAN-SQIJARE TEMPERATURE IN ENTROPY FIELD
The derivation of ~~ is parallel to that of Win@, equa-
tion (63) being replaced by equation (36). The result is
(rtmdogof eq. (59)):
J
-@ y ‘J=
2U ~
p’p Cos’ e a% (61)
The transfer function 2’ and the associated phase angle
& (not relevant here) are tabulated against o in tables I (c)
to (k) for the various Mach numbers. The tabulated values
used in the numerical integration of equation (61).
MEAN-SQTJABE PFtMSUBE IN NOISE FIELD
Because of the similarity of equations (34) and (36), the
mean-square pressure can be written down by inspection of
cquotion (61):
J
37 “pp=2 ~ o Iq’Cos’ e 0% (62)
The integration has been performed numerically with use
of the definition of P in terms of II (appendix A) and the
values of H against o tabulated in tables I (a) to (i), appro-
priate to z= @. Thus, the integral as evaluated refers to the
asymptotic mean-square pressure far behind the shock,
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The results of the calculations of the preceding section are
shown in iigure 4 for Mach numbers of I to OJ; this figure
ovaluatea the disturbance field-both turbulence and noise
downstream of a shock when isotropic turbulence is con-
vected into the shock. The veloci~ perturbations, on a
root-mwm-square basis, are in percent of stream velocity
ahead of the shock (thus the basis is the same on both sides
of the shock); the temperature and pressure perturbations
are in percent of ambient behind the shocke The velocity
curves refer solely to the turbulence component, the tem-
perature curve to the entropy component, and the pressure
curve to the noise compommt of the field behind the shock
The curves show that isotropic turbulence is somewhat
transformed in passing through a shock, the longitudinal
and lateral components no longar being equal; the selective
effect is, however, mild compared with that of screens or
wind-tunnel contractions (cf., e. g., ref. 14). In addition,
although the incident flow ma assumed isothermal and isen-
tropic, the downstream flow possewx an entropy spottiness,
which is a %ozen” convected pattern like the turbulence.
The root-mean-quare temperature associated with the en-
tropy spottiness, in percent of ambient, is seen to be not
much less than the roohmean-square velocity of the initial
turbtience, in percat of free stream.
In the theory the entropy spottiness is spatially correlated
with the longitudinal component of the turbulent velocity
eve~here bebind the shock. In practice it is to be ex-
pected that the correlation will soon be destroyed by eddy
intermixing as the combined fields are convected down-
stream from the shock; this intmmixing, being second order,
is neglected in the linear theory. Directly at the shock, the
noise pressure likewise is correlated with the longitudinal
component of the turbulent velocity. According to the
earlier qualitative examination, however, this correlation
falls off with distance behind the shock, reaching zero far
back
The peculiar hump in the curve of root-mean-square
noise pressure against lMach number just above M= 1 has
commanded special attention. In order to delineate the
shape accurately, additional numerical computations (&
yond those for the other curves) were made at iW=l.05 and
ill= 1.01. These were supplemented by an analytical study
which established that the curve varies like (M— 1)’1~as~JZ-1
Speed ml-q m
1 1 ! 1 I ! 1 J
lLl 123 1.!5 2 4 6=
Initiol R31 IJbq M
l%um 4—Disturbances produoed behind shook by interaction with
isotropio turbulence. Turbulent intensity just before shook, 0.1
peroent. Root-mean-square velooity in percent of initial stream
velooity ahead of shook; root-mean+ quare temperature and prwmre
in peroent of ambient behind shook.
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FrGURE5.—Disturbanc.a produced behind shook by interaction with
strongly axieymmetrio turbulence. Longitudinal intensity, 0.1 per-
cent; lateral intensity iE3.61 percent just before shook. Roo&me&a-
square velocity in percent of initial etream velocity; root-mean-square
temperature and pressure in percent of ambknt.
from above, approaching the limiting value of zero. The
precise asymptotic expression is
o.l~y=o.,&(:)”2,,4(M-,,1/4 (63,
where the omitted nextA.igher-order tam is O[(ikf—1)8’4].
Figure 4 applies when isotropic turbulence flows into the
shock. Figure 5 (prepared hm calculations descriied in
appendix B) appliea when strongly axisymmetric turbulence
flows into the shock; the speciikations for the turbulence
were taken horn theoretical calculations of the modifications
in initially isotropic turbulence that had passed through
dmuping screens and a wind-tunnel contraction (ref. 10, four
screens, K=2, M= 1.5). The C.alcnlaiwddeviation from
isotropy is bssed on idealized conditions end is probably an
extreme upper limit to what might be encountered in a wind-
tunnel test section. The longitudinal component of the
incident turbulence is the same for both figures-namely,
0.1 percent of free-strecunspeed-but the lateml component
is 3.61 percent for figure 5 against 0.1 percent (iiotropic) for
figure 4. Despite the wide dispmity in the lateral compo-
nent, however, comparison of the two figures shows no great
change in the curves. Evidently, the lateral component of
the turbulence flowing into the shock hns little effect, and the
I
I
I
I
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(a) Ambientprweul—edownstm+q of shook, 1 atmosphere.
FIO- 6.—Noiso generated by shook-turbulence interaction (iiotropic
turbulence).
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(b) Stagnation prweure upstream of shook, 1 atmosphoro.
FIGURE 6.—Cono1uded. Noise generated by shook-turbulence intor-
aotion (isotropio turbulence).
intensity of the remainder of the di8turbnnce field behind the
shock depends almost solely on the longitudinal component,
regardless of the degree of anisotropy. The shock-induced
change in the lateral component itself, however, clepencleon
the deviation from isotropy, being nppreciable for the iso-
tropic csse and quite negligible for the extreme a.xkymrmtric
csse.
The noise generated by the shock-turbulence intcmction
is messured by the curves of root-mean-square prwsure,
This is best indicated ~y use of an acoustic scale u in figure
6. Here the noise pressure level is plotted in decibels above
the standard reference base of 0.000204 microbar for sevoml
levels of initial isotropic turbulence. According to the pre-
ceding paragraph there would be Iittle difference for etrongly
w&yuurmetricturbulence of the same longitudinal intensities;
the &iTerence between fig-urea4 and 6 corresponds to no
more than 4 decibels at the Mach numbem (1.6, 3, and ~ )
for which there are comparable data.
The reference static pressure behind the shock is diffenmt
for the two parts of figure 6. In figure 6(a) the ambient
pressure behind the shock is constant with Mach number
(1 atm): this situation maybe approximated in an exit jet
of an aircraft in tight. In figure 6(b) the stagnation pres-
sure ahead of the shook is constant at 1 atmosphere, so that
the static pressure behind the shock diminishes markedly
with increasing Mach number; this situation is roughly
charachristic of many wind-tunnel flows. It is seen that
even at a longituclimil component of turbulence of 0.01 pw-
centj the noise level is severe; and at 1 percent the noise
level exceeds 130 decibels, which is of the order of the
threshold of pain, over much of the Mach number range.
These remarks sillrefer to the mymptot.ic noise level an
“infinite” distance behind the shock, since the attenuating
part of the pressure waves has been neglected (in practice,
this distance may be taken to be twice the longest significant
wave langtli). For an initial Mach number of 1,5, the noiso
level is predicted to be some 17 decibels greater climctly
behind the shock where the atilmuation is nil.
The local pressurekivel (proportional to the energy density)
of the noise field in the region of shock-turbulence interaction
@ one aspect of the noise problem. Lighthill (ref. 3) has
investigated another nspect, namely, the flux of acoustic
energy radiated from tie interaction region 88 rLresult of
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tlm convection of rmy speciiied volume of turbulence through
a weak plane shock segment (1< M< 1.3); the turbulence
need not be homogeneous. The two quantitiw, energy
density and flux of ene~, are not simply related unless the
wave pattern is simple, for example, parallel plane wave9
or concentric spherical waves.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The quantitative effects of the interaction of a convected
homogeneous field of turbulence with an extended plane
shock have been calculated, including the pressure level of
the noise generated in the process. The assumed conditions
ore closely nppro.simated in a supemonic wind tunnel or duct
with a normal shock: the shock, together with its imagea
in the walls (if the latter are nearly parallel), behaves sub-
stantially like an extended plane shock for the purposes of
the analysis. The approximation is still quito good for plane
oblique shocks for that portion of the incident turbulence
whose eddies are small compared with the tunnel diameter
(spectral wave length < tunnel diam.), and probably fairly
good even without this restriction on eddy size.
The propulsive free jet emitted by a turbojet, ram-jet, or
rocket engine is turbtient, but the turbulence is fm from
homogeneous. In addition, only local segments of the shock
structure that may occur aft of the nozzle can be considered
sensibly plane. The shock-interaction noise generated by
turbulent eddies smaller than such shock segments can p6r-
haps be estimated from the curves presented herein. Esti-
matea of this sort refer to the sound pressure level within
the jet and nearby outside; they provide no direct informa-
tion on the sound pressure level far from the jet m a function
of distance and direction, or on the total acoustic power
radiated by the jet.
LETVIS l?IJGHT I?ROPULSION LABORATORY
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APPENDIX
SYMBOLS
TIMfollowing symbols are used in thisreport: @ appendix
B some
parts.)
a
~*
L(k)
Q(e)
H(e)
J’
J“
K
k
ii,
~
d~
1,
k
M
Ml
.
alternate symbols are defined rmd used in certain
function defined in ref. 2
critical speed of sound
function defined in ref. 2
arbitrary function of k
contraction-effect function,
Jacobian of transformation &om “
k to ~, J’=$=:
Jacobian of transformation-horn L to ~,
J“=@= ‘s’ ~ ~@ m COS~e’ doff
screen coefficient, K=
pressure drop’
dynamic pressure
amplitude of & l?=~+~+~=~+k,
radial component of& k,= —kl coto
wave-number vector, L=kl, k~,ka; also,
~=kl, k,, Oin cylindrical coordinate
volume element in wave-number space,
d~=dkldkdk,
final stream speed
contraction parameter, ll=. initial stream speed
contraction parameter,
~= final stream-tube width
initial stream-tube width
Mach number. upstream of normal shock
Mach number dotistream of normal shock
m
N
P
P
A
ratio of speeds before and after shock,
(’Y+l)ikr
‘=2+(’Y-l)i@
number of damping screens
transfer function for sound waves (preamre
effect),
P
—2-f@ilTsec 8 sec ti
= (Y+l)m–(v–1)
messure mrturbation
mean static pressure
perturbation velociW &mrelationtensor (specinl
caae of z@)
direction cosines
transfer function for shear waves, tnbulated in
tables I(c) to (k) (eq. in ref. 2)
2(7–l)(m–1)~
@ [(~+l)m–(~–1)] ~~~
0<0<;——
Transfer function for entropy wawe9 (tempern-
tnre effeot) $=TefW
stream velocity downstream of shock
stream velocity upstream of shock
nondimensional disturbance velocity compo-
nents in directions xl, W, ~, respectively;
u, Q,- components of velocity perturbation
critical speed of sound a*
cross-stream velocity (sketch (c))
disturbance velocity component in radial di-
rection/a*
disturbance velocity component in p-direction/a,*
resultant of ~ and V
(comples) wave amplitude in two-dimensional
field
—--- _____ . . ..
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transfer function, X=t%’a. %
position vector, ~=w=zl, %, %
sin 0’
transfer function, Y=5’ei8a ~
(complex) wave amplitude associated with G
(comple@ wave amplitude associated with a
(complex) wave amplitude associated with up
may stand for u, o, w, p, p, or r
screen parameter, 4=&& for K> 1
correlation of a and B at a separation ~
Fourier transform of @), interpreted-as
spectral densi@ of ~ (0)
perturbation velocity spectrum tensor (special
case of [a~]&)
ratio of specfic heats (taken as 1.4)
phase angle of ~ (eq. in ref. 2)
phase angle of X and Y, tabulated in tables
I(c) to (k) (eq. in ref. 2)
phase angle of ~, tabulated in tables I(c) to (k),
contraction parametar, e=~
shear-wave inclination ahead of contraction,
()e=tm-l ~tmo
shear-wave inclination ahead of shock (see fig. 3)
shear-wave inclination behind shock (see fig. 3),
O’=tan-l(m tan 0)
sound-wave inclination behind shock (see fig. 3),
critical value of Ofor which W= spood of sound
wave-number vector, I=Kl, K2, K3
screen parameter, p= 1+a,+~
screen parameter, ?= 1+a, —a,lI
separation of two points, ~=&—g
function tabulated in table I (defined in ref. 2)
transfer function for sound waves, lJ=lIef~~
density perturbation
mean density
temperature perturbation
mean temperature
perturbation velocity spectrum tensor (spocinl
case of [a~](&)
common longitude angle of wavo normrds g, ~,
~, ~’ in polar coordinates
transfer function, xy~
(COSO’-e-’’”fipwsin O?
cos e
transferfunotion, T=lJ(ti ‘+~~$pm’s O’
}
where
n=l, o~o<ou
acute angle between oblique shock and upstream
flow direction
may stand for u, v, w, p, p, or T
may stand for 1, 2, or 3; used to replace a and ~
when u, v, w are replaced by u1, %, %, ro-
spectively
superscripts:
*
f
/7
A
APPENDIX B
COMPLETE VELOCITY SPECTRUM
The first and the sum of the second and ttid diagonal
terms of the spectrum tensors of the velocity field behind the
shock are obtained in the text by use of a simplified approach.
Other terms we occasionally of interest; for example, the
separate values of the second and third diagonal terms
am needed for a description of anisotropic turbulence. The
complete spectrum tensor for each field (turbulence and noise)
will be derived herein by a more comprehensive procedure.
Turbulence field.-It will be convenient to replace the
symbols u, v, w by u~,us, %, and to replace a and @ by i, j,
which take on the values 1, 2, and 3 instead of u, n, and w.
With this notation and the use of equations (8), equations
(10) can be transformed to
W,=x dz,
a=~–l)~r cog P-1-a
complex conjugate
refracted shear-entropy wave
sound wave
distinguishing mark
TENSORS
dZ4=@-l)dZ, sin p+dZ3
By introduction of the geometric relations (figs. 1 and 2)
dz,=dz, tane
tan e= —k,/kr
Cos $0=–k~k,
Sillq= —k~k, }
(Bl)
all three equations may be represented by the single exqmw
sion
dZ:=XdZ,h,+[(Y– 1) (-k+) dZ,+dZi] (l-~ii) (B2)
.
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where
‘1{={:::2}
Multiplication of the complex conjugate of equation (132)
by the corresponding equation with subscript j and by lc~
yields, after averaging,
L+dz;”ti;=k;lx]’~6,ia,,+(l-6,,)(1–6,,)X
[~k,k,lY–l]’]a,l’+&dztdz,+
——
k,t,ti(l-Y”)d~dzj+k,k,&(l-~”m+
&j(l-61j)x*[k11Cj&(1– ~ ~+k$ZfiZq+
8,j(l–a,i)x[klk,@(l–Y*)~+&Wj (133)
FiTow,if in equation (15) the symbol for the spectral
tensor is changed from @ to the more conventional symbol
@ij, application to equation (B3) yields
zjjd~~=
{
# &lx@,l&*&,+(l —61*)(1—81,)[~lc,k,[Y-1 I@ll+
L+%;+k,k,k!(l –Y”)%,+k,k,k?(l –Y)%]+
&j(l-al,)x* [lclk,&(l–1’)%+fi”%,] +
&l,(l—6,f)x[k1kig(l—Y*) @ll+&@l*]
}
m)
The elements of the turbulence mectrum tensor O,, mav be
-.
e.shibited in expanded matrix form:
rk: l-l-p%1 x“ [kl@,(l–Y) m+k:%1]
b;%+-
.qL#IY–W *1+
MY%(I–P) %+
httk:(1–Y) *;
—
x*[kl@r(l-Y) %1+
k:%]
qw
k@klIY–lP %+
W: (I–I-) *
klk# (t– Y) *;
k: @n+tiql Y–11%1+
M3.q (1-l-)%+
klb# (l–Y) 4;
The matrk is Hermitian; that is, the missing elements are
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the complex conjugate of the respective elements diagonally
opposite; that is, ~~ =@~i, and so forth.
It can be shown, by use of the continuity relation k@ti=
kj@~j=O (summed over repeated index), that after some
reduction
[
(~~+~~) d~’= (lYlg–l)~,,&Qm+q dk
in agreement with the second of equations (29).
Noise field.-With use of equations @l), the three equa-
tions (11) may be represented by the single expression
klka
()
dz=x dz@~i–T ~ dzl (l–ali) (135)
r
where again the subscripts 1, 2, 3 replace u, o, w, and 61{=0
or 1 as before. Starting with thie equation, the spectml
tensor o:, may be derived in a straightforward manner by a
procedure parallel to that leading from equation (B2) to
(M). The result is
{
@:Jd~”=ol, d& 1X1’a,&+lT1’ F* (l–a,,)(l–&,)-
r
$ ]xllTl[6,,(l–&j) k,+&j(l-&,)k,]
}
(136)
r
(The valid range of this equation has been limited to O. ~
lfl< ~($ > @nom) by use of the simplification xP=xW=
lx]lTl, whioh fails outside that range.)
The expanded form of equation (136)is
]X1’k$ –lxl]T[k,&@ –lxllTlk,k&
@:jd&=@ll g , –lxl]Tlk,k,@ lT[’K~ –111’Lfk,k3
–lx[lT]k,kW –lT12~k,k3 lT\’rtf~
The diagonal terms yield
o:ld~”= Ixlzll (f&
(@~+@~)d&=[T12 ; @,I d~
r
since k~+~=k~; these are in agreement with equations (3o).
APPENDIX c
CALCULATIONS FOR AXISYMMETRIC INITIAL TURBULENCE
If the turbtience in the settling chamber of a supersonic
wind tunnel is considered to be isotropic, by the time it
reaches the working section it will be axisyrnmetric, with the
longitudinal velocity perturbations very much lees than the
Iaterrdperturbations; the change is due to the effects of the
damping sorems and the contraction (refs. 9, 13, and 14).
The shock-interaction behavior for a particular case of ex-
treme axisymmetry will be calculated herein as a matter of
interest.
According to reference 14 (with a slight change in nota-
tion), if the longitudinal spectral density in the settling cham-
ber (station A’) is written as
[uu],=PF(K) COY e (isotropic turbulence)
then the longitudinal density in the working section (station
A) is giVSIl by
[uu]=NF(K) COS? 0@(El)H(f3) (a&muuetric turbulence)
(cl]
where K is the wave number at A’, e is the associated wave
inclination, iV is the number of damping screens, (.7(C3)de-
pends on the screen pressure-drop coeiiicient K, and H(e)
depends on the parameters 11and L deting the wind-tunnel
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contraction. (See amendix A for the functional forms.)
In what follo;s, iV~-4,K=2, 1,=24.92, and L= O.3186?
This set of values corresponds (in theory) to an axisym-
metric turbulence at station A (just upstream of the shock)
such that the root-mean-square lateral velocity component
is 36.1 times the root-mean-square longitudinal component
(seo table I, p. 46, ref. 14). The ratio 36.1:1 is clearly an
extreme deviation tim isotropy.
The effects of the changed form of [UU]on the integration
procedure will be illustrated by considering the mean-
square lomgitudimdvelocity in the turbulence. The relevant
question is (53), with [UU]being given ‘by equation (Cl).
I?rom the form of equation (Cl) it will be convenient to carry
out the integrations in terms of K, rather than ~; the trans-
formation is
Equation (35) then assumes the form
The last two integrals appear in the exprwsion for ~, the
mean-square longitudinal velocity at station A’ (the ex-
pression is of the form of eq. (57)); thus, equation (C2) may
be simplified to
The variable of integration maybe changed from e to o by
means of the transformation
This results in the alternate form
On numerical evaluation, the integrand of equation (C3)
was found to have a sharp peak near the upper limit, and
that of (C4) a sharp peak at the origin. The peaks wore
avoided by dividing the range of numerical ‘ktegrntion
among the two equations: (C3) was used over the range
O<eze, and (C4) was used over the range 6°<0<900,
where el is the value of f3 corresponding to 8= 5°.
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TABLE I.—WAVE ANGLES AND TRANSFER FUNCTIONS-Continued
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